Jawaharlal Nehru Planetarium
Bangalore Association for Science Education

Workshop on

'Essential Astronomy - An Introductory Course'
(for beginners)

Jawaharlal Nehru Planetarium is organising a ten-day workshop on Astronomy for public on weekends (i.e. on Saturday and Sunday) starting from 13th October 2018 to 11th November 2018. The course, which is revised version of acclaimed series “Practical Astronomy”, will cover holistically the basics of astronomy. Starting with aspects related to night sky observation the course progresses to deal with solar system, celestial coordinates, celestial motions, heavenly bodies, sky charts and catalogues among others.

The workshop will be conducted by Sri B. S. Chandrasekhar Rao who is an active and avid amateur astronomer. He has played pivotal role in setting up of amateur astronomers’ associations in Bangalore and Chennai. He has been involved in popularising astronomy for over 50 years.

Eligibility : High School and above
Dates : Weekends from 13th Oct 2018 to 11th Nov 2018
Venue : Jawaharlal Nehru Planetarium, Sri. T Chowdaiah Road, High Grounds, Bengaluru-01
Time : 10:30 am to 12 noon
No. of participants : 50 - on a first-come-first-served basis
Fee : Rs.600/- per head

Interested ones must register over phone or by email – info@taralaya.org.

Further details may be obtained from Jawaharlal Nehru Planetarium on 2237 9725 / 2226 6084 Or visit our website: http://www.taralaya.org/announcements.php